Footwear and Accessories Technologist – Cheltenham
Superdry is a genuine British success story that has grown to an annual turnover of £872m, with our brand
already worth £1.6bn in total global consumer sales. We are a multichannel operator with well-developed and
highly successful retail, ecommerce, wholesale and franchise businesses and customers in virtually every
country in the world. We are well on our way to achieving our goal of becoming a global digital brand.

The Role
We’re looking for a highly experienced, driven Footwear & Accessories Technologist to deliver products with premium
quality and great fit, meeting design intent and Critical Path timelines

You will














Set out and standardise all foot lengths to get a consistent fit across all footwear product areas
Review all 2D mould drawings & advise changes to ensure soles will be functional as well as meeting the design
brief
Measure physical lasts and alter data based on fitting
Check all last grading data submitted by Suppliers
Make pattern changes to improve cutting coefficient, to improve margin, improve ‘produceability’ and increase
factory output
Assess the performance of new fits, fabrics and workmanship through effective wearer trials
Conduct Supplier technical audits, reviewing the factory set-up, capability, quality processes and compliance
with Health & Safety requirements, advising corrective actions where
Have expert technical knowledge of footwear, both fabric and leather
Have strong technical knowledge and understanding of leather accessories, and general understanding of
other accessory products
Stay up to date with new technical innovations in the footwear industry
Utilise my skills as a specialist to actively take ownership of quality
Have expert technical knowledge of footwear, constructions both fabric and leather
Have an expert knowledge of the footwear production process

You are












Graduated in a relevant degree and you have 3 to 4 years’ experience in a similar role
Proven expertise in accessories and footwear
Experience of working with an international supply base
Able to demonstrate customer focus and project management skills
IT literate specifically in Excel and Outlook
Able to negotiate with suppliers
Able to commit to international travel as required
An effective communicator
A great organiser and able to plan
Able to build strong relationships, influencing, communicating and engaging with colleagues and suppliers
Able to offer practical solutions and advice when issues arise

Working for Superdry has never been so rewarding…







Everyone receives a generous salary, pension contributions, life assurance and 25 days holiday
Unrivalled range of Learning & Development programmes
Eligibility to join our Share Save initiatives
Amazing staff discount, 50% online and in store, plus an on-site staff shop and subsidised cafe
A range of team and company-wide social events
Discounted gym membership, cycle to work scheme, wellbeing services and much, much more

